For students entering grade:

4

Teacher assigning summer reading:
4th Grade Teacher: Mrs. Wall
Contact information:
srimmaculata@overbrook.edu

Work to be completed by:
First Day of School

Required summer reading book # 1: all students entering 4th grade are required to read this book.
Title: Shiloh (first in series)
Author: Phyllis R. Naylor
ISBN-13 number: 9780689835827
Assessment: After reading this book, complete the following two assignments:
1. Write a paragraph to answer these questions neatly on loose leaf paper using complete sentences. You should have at
least 5-6 sentences in your paragraph.
 What does it mean to be brave?
 Do you know someone in your life who is very brave? Who is it?
 Do you think Marty was brave? Why or why not?
2. Write a letter to the author telling about your favorite part(s) of the book. Use at least 3 specific details giving some
description of your favorite part(s). If you choose to tell about more than one part of the book, each part you tell about
should have at least 3 specific details describing it.
A quiz grade will be given based on evidence that the story was read by the student and following the directions. Correct
grammar and spelling will count as a portion of your grade.
Continue for Part 2

For students entering grade:

4

Teacher assigning summer reading:
4th – 5th Grade Teacher: Mrs. Wall
Contact information:
wallk1@overbrook.edu

Work to be completed by:
First Day of School, August 15, 2019

Required summer reading book #2: For your second book, you may choose one from these ten or from one of the series:
1.Title: Sarah Plain Tall (AR level 3.9)
Author: Patricia MacLaclan

2. Title: Ramona the Pest (AR level 5.1)
Author: Beverly Cleary

3. Title: Mrs. Frisby and the Rats of Nimh (AR level 5.1)
Author: Robert C. O’Brien

4. Title: The Cricket in Times Square (A.R. Level 4.9)
Author: George Selden

5. Title: The Black Stallion (AR level 5.2)
Author: Walter Farley

6. Title: Frindle (AR level 5.4)
Author: Andrew Clements

7. Title: Stone Fox (AR level 4.0)
Author: John R. Gardiner

8. Title: Misty of Chincoteague (AR level 5.3)
Author: Marguerite Henry

9. Title: Dear Mr. Henshaw (AR level 4.9)
Author: Beverly Cleary

10. Title: Mr. Popper’s Penguins (AR level 5.6)
Author: Richard Atwater

You may choose any book from the following series:
 Who was or Who is or What was or What is books
 Little House on the Prairie Series (NOT Farmer Boy)
 Vision Books Saint Biographies
Assessment: Fill in the Basic Story Map for 4th Grade and bring it with you the first day of school. A quiz grade will be given
based on evidence that the story was read by the student and following the directions. Correct grammar and spelling will count
as a portion of your grade.
Accelerated Reader: While you will need to take three Accelerated Reading tests the first quarter of school, AR tests on the
summer books are not required. You may take a test on them if you feel comfortable being tested on the content. If the library is
open and you take AR tests during the summer, only one of those summer tests will count on your first quarter grade.

